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Track Listing:

1. My Shining Hour
2. Cocoa Butter
3. Poinciana
4. Maria Des Mercedes
5. Sleep On It
6. Spectrum
7. In A Sentinental Mood
8. Yakhal' Inkomo
9. I Guess I'll Have To Forget
10. Evidence
11. Farewell To Dogma

“Legitimate Jazz triplethreat”Critical Jazz

“A powerhouse of a showman”
Glide Magazine

ADrummer who “take[s] a back seat to no one”
TheNewYorkTimes
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Widely regarded as one of the top jazz drummers of his generation,Ulysses Owens, Jr.
(JoeyAlexander,KurtElling,WyntonMarsalis,ChristianMcBride) continues tobroadenhis
portfolio of work, further establishing him as a noted bandleader and gifted composer
and arranger. The concept for his latest release (his fourth as a leader), stemmed fromhis
desire to assemble a smaller group of musicians from whom he draws inspiration. That,
in turn, led Owens to tap noted vibraphonist Joel Ross and in-demand bassist Reuben
Rogers to join him to form the trio called THREE.

The group’s first album, Falling Forward (Spice of Life Records), showcases a varied
repertoire ranging from classic standards, to upbeat, funk-driven numbers, to more
dulcet, emotive pieces. Of his musical selections, Owens states: “I wanted to create a list
of songs that would be accessible to the new jazz listener, but at the same time, could be
appreciated by a true jazz fan. I also wish to bring more of this great music to a broader
audience and hope people develop an affinity for the genre through this album. My only
agenda is to make great music.” Owens feels that 'Falling Forward' aptly describes his
current place in life and adds: “I am at peace even in the midst of taking risks and finding
balance in enjoying personal trials because growth is born out of lack of comfort and
challenging the weakest place within."

Falling Forward features special guest appearances from vocalist Vuyo Sotashe
("Farewell to Dogma" and "Yakhal' Inkomo") and pianist Stephen Feifke ("Farewell to
Dogma").ThealbumwasproducedbyKeithWitty,withexecutiveproducerTomokiSassa,
and was recorded in February 2017 at Big Orange Sheep Studios in Brooklyn, NY.
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